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Interesting science behind the concept of Thoughts Become Things/Law of Attraction - we are creating 90% of what we 
see all the time in our brains based on the beliefs we have. 
M/M 
PaulsList@lists.paullowe.org wrote:

                                The answer is yes - but not the way you might think.
                                

                                

                                Just watched the doco: ³Is Seeing Believing² by Horizon, on BBC. Excellent.
                                

                                Pretty sure it will astound you.
                                

                                http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00y4yql/Horizon_20102011_Science_Under_Attack/
                            

The BBC link Is Seeing Believing? shows in Austria as ( not available in your area ) possibly also in other parts of Europe.
it can be found on youtube link below in six parts. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2wMGU8-2bE

                                

                                The doco is excellent. Top scientists presenting, in a cute, entertaining
                                

                                and clever way - that our minds only process ten percent of what it sees
                                

                                out there, and constructs the rest from the memory archives. They are
                                

                                saying, most of what you think you are seeing is generated by the brain.
                                

                                Belief.
                                

                                

                                This doco presents, in a very clever way, things we have been attempting
                                

                                to share over the years.
                                

                                

                                For instance: There is no colour Œout there.¹ Nothing has colour.
                                

                                And they prove it - right in front of our bedazzled eyes.
                                

                                The leaves on the trees are not green. Our eyes take in the vibrational

http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00y4yql/Horizon_20102011_Science_Under_Attack/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2wMGU8-2bE
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                                packaged photons, and our brain gives them colour.
                                

                                Same with sound - no sound out there - only frequencies.
                                

                                

                                The doco also presents many more astounding things to consider.
                                

                                

                                So what is Œreal¹ - anything? Is it as the Sages say - all Maya - illusion?
                                

                                Is there anything out there - or is it as Jesus is quoted as saying:
                                

                                ³When you see the inner as the outerŠ²
                                

                                Or from the East: ³When the seer and seen are one."
                                

                                

                                

                                As you may have noticed - I am not into writing at the moment.
                                

                                Lots coming up, but no energy to share at the moment.
                                

                                I am experiencing some of the things being presented in this doco,
                                

                                and it is using a lot of energy. More later. Maybe.
                                

                                

                                

                                Sending love, and the reminder - not to take things seriously...
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                -----------------------------------------
                                

                                Please Note::
                                

                                The material we send out is intended to be a reminder to keep looking
                                

                                at ourselves, our behaviour, and what may be going on around us.
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                                Of course we cannot be certain of the authenticity of anything reported,
                                

                                so the suggestion is to investigate for yourself..
                                

                                

                                It is not possible to reply directly to these emails.
                                

                                To inquire about the interactive 'IMLtalk' list where
                                

                                you can post responses and connect with others, please email:
                                

                            

 

                            --
                            

                            

                            Michael Smith, TeraTech, Inc
                            

                            451 Hungerford Drive Suite 119 Rockville, MD 20850
                            

                            Voice: +1-301-424-3903 x110 Fax:301-762-8185
                            

                            Web: http://www.teratech.com/ Email:  mailto:michael@teratech.com
                            

                            Winner in CFDJ awards Best Consulting. Member Team Fusebox.
                        


